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ABSTRACT: Mobile cloud computing usually consists of front-end users who possess mobile devices and back-end 
cloud server. This paradigm empowers users to pervasively access a large volume of storage resources with portable 
devices in a distributed and cooperative way. During the period between uploading and downloading files (data), the 
privacy and integrity of files need to be guaranteed. To this end, families of schemes are proposed for different 
situation. All scheme are lightweight in terms of computational overhead resilient to storage compromise on mobile 
devices, and do not assume that trust cloud servers are present. We firstly propose an encryption based scheme for the 
situation of single accessible CS. Next, we propose a coding based scheme for the situation that multiple CSs are 
available without relying on encryption. We finally propose a sharing based scheme to further decrease the 
computation overhead by only relying on exclusive-or operation. Also we extend our work to energy consumptions. 
We provide an analysis of the critical factors affecting the energy consumption of mobile clients in cloud computing. 
 
 Keywords: — Mobile Computing, Cloud Computing, Cloud Gaming, and Multimedia Applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile devices (e.g., smart phone, tablet pcs, etc) are increasingly becoming an essential part of human life as the 

most effective and convenient communication tools from mobile applications (e.g., iPhone apps, Google apps, etc), 
which run on the devices and/or on remote servers via wireless networks. The rapid progress of mobile computing 
(MC) becomes a powerful trend in the development of IT technology as well as commerce and industry fields the 
mobile devices are facing many challenges in their resources (e.g., battery life, storage, and bandwidth) and 
communications (e.g., mobility and security).Cloud computing (CC) has been widely recognized as the next 
generation’s computing infrastructure.  

CC offer some advantages by allowing users to use infrastructure (e.g., servers, networks, and storages), and 
software’s provided by cloud providers (e.g., Google, Amazon, and Sales force) at low cost. With the explosion of 
mobile applications and the support of CC for a variety of services for mobile users, mobile cloud computing (MCC) is 
introduced as an integration of cloud computing into the mobile environment. Mobile cloud computing brings new 
types of services and facilities for mobile users to take full advantages of cloud computing. This paper presents a 
comprehensive survey on mobile cloud computing. Then provide a brief overview of MCC including definition, 
architecture, and its advantages. 

II. RELATED WORK  
In [14] authors may be promising to investigate an alternative approach Cloud Mobile Gaming (CMG), where cloud 

servers are responsible for executing the appropriate gaming engines, and streaming the resulting game video to the 
client devices. Two challenges which are vital for the success of CMG approach: 1) communication constraint in terms 
of limited and fluctuating mobile network bandwidth 2) computation constraint reflected by the available server 
computing resource for each client. Streaming game video over the bandwidth constrained wireless network may cause 
unexpected delay and packet loss, leading to an increase in response time besides adverse impact on the video quality, 
thereby unacceptable gaming experience. In [6] authors enabling mobile Internet gaming will significantly change the 
experience of mobile users from thin, single player gaming possible today to rich, multi-player Internet gaming 
experience, of their familiar games from anywhere. A cloud server based mobile gaming approach, termed Cloud 
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Mobile Gaming (CMG), where the burden of executing the gaming engine is put on cloud servers and the mobile 
devices just communicate the user’s gaming commands to the servers. In [15] mobile video games and the gaming 
experience remain constrained in two ways: 1) unlike the richness and interactivity of Internet/PC games, current 
mobile video games are very light-weight, both in terms of graphics/features supported, as well as the content in the 
case of mobile versions of Internet games; and 2) unlike the multiplayer capability, and the associated social 
networking, that made Internet/PC video gaming so popular, current mobile video games are primarily single player 
games. Enhance the Mobile Gaming User Experience (MGUE) model to address cloud server latency and scalability 
issues that may be faced in real deployment scenarios with significant number of mobile game players. In [7] Authors 
Consider resource allocation and job scheduling problem of the data analytics cluster in the cloud. A resource 
allocation strategy that (1) divides machines into two pools core nodes and accelerator nodes and (2) dynamically 
adjusts the size of each pool to reduce cost or improve utilization. In [4] authors propose a joint scheduling adaptation 
algorithm that can systematically leverage adaptation techniques introduced in to adapt the communication needs of in 
service users if the available wireless network bandwidth is not sufficient for a new CMG user. Our simulation 
outcome express that the use of WCS and the joint scheduling adaptation algorithm, can extensively improve the 
performance of the CMG approach, increase the number of simultaneous CMG sessions that can be supported, while 
maximize aggregate MGUE and minimize the average cloud service cost. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We envision media rich cloud based mobile applications to emerge, besides many current mobile media services 

migrating to the cloud. These developments can lead to new and efficient mobile media experiences, and thereby 
revenue growth opportunities. However, as pointed in this section, several technical and eco-system challenges will 
need to be addressed, including ensuring high availability, data integrity and user privacy, lowering energy 
consumption and cooling costs, ensuring response time and user experience over wireless networks, and reducing cloud 
service cost associated with high computing and bandwidth needed by CMM applications, and thereby ensuring service 
scalability. 

 
Fig. 1  Mobile Cloud Computing Architecture 

 
A. Online JREA Algorithm 

It addresses the challenge of fluctuating and band-width constrained wireless network by judiciously utilizing the 
power of changing the video source through rendering adaptation, with large impact on network bandwidth needed, 
together with adapting the video encoding bit rate address relatively small but frequent network bandwidth fluctuations. 
The motivation for developing an online Joint Rendering and Encoding bit rate Adaptation (JREA) algorithm. We next 
describe the steps of the JREA algorithm, which decides when and how to switch the Communication Complexity 
(CommC) rendering level Computation Complexity (CompC) rendering level and the encoding bit rate during a 
gaming session in response to the current network conditions and server utilization. Adapting both rendering and video 
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encoding jointly will necessitate understanding the optimal values (leading to a joint adaptation model) of encoding bit 
rate or rendering level that can be used when encoding or rendering is adapted respectively. 

The first step is to decide the encoding bit rate used to encode the rendered video. During a short time interval, if the 
network Round trip Delay (RDelay) keeps increasing and its average value is greater than minimum Acceptable 
RDelay JREA algorithm will reduce encoding bit rate. On the other hand, if for a significant time, RDelay remains 
below and there is no packet loss, it will increase the encoding bit rate. 

The second step is to check and update CommC rendering level. After the first step, the new encoding bit rate may 
be below the Minimum Encoding Bit Rate (MEBR) for the current CommC rendering level, which will lead to an 
unexpected user experience as we discussed before. But this happen, JREA algorithm has to reduce CommC rendering 
level to reduce the Minimum Encoding Bit Rate. On the other hand, if the CommC rendering level has not been 
changed for over a certain significant period, it will be updated and changed to the Maximum CommC Rendering Level 
(MCRL) depending on the current encoding bit rate. 

The third and last step is to decide on CompC rendering level, depending on server utilization (ServUtil). If ServUtil 
is over, the lower CompC rendering level is selected. Otherwise, if CompC rendering level has not been changed for 
more than time, and ServUtil is below, it increases CompC rendering level by 1.Next, based on the new selected 
CommC and CompC rendering levels JREA algorithm will use the optimal rendering settings from to update the game 
graphic engine, as it use the new selected video bit rate to update the video encoder. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
We focus on the storage outsourcing in distrusted CSs (computation outsourcing is usually conducted in trusted 

CSs). After a MD creates a file and processes it, it may upload the file into a CS or multiple CSs. Host user or other co-
operators may access it in the future distributed. Obviously, the privacy and integrity of the file must be maintained in 
the storage of CSs during the period between uploading and accessing. We extend our work to provide an analysis of 
the critical factors affecting the energy consumption of mobile clients in cloud computing. Further, we present our 
measurements about the central characteristics of contemporary mobile handheld devices that define the basic balance 
between local and remote computing. We also describe a concrete example, which demonstrates energy savings. 

 

A. Encryption based Scheme (EnS) 
In this scheme, file encryption and integrity checking are conducted by MD (Mobile Device) itself, as called. 

Level-1 Uploading Process:  

(1) Before uploading files F into CS, MD prompts for asking U to input a password, denoted as PWD. 
(2) MD generates encryption key (EK= H(PWD) ||FN || FS) and integrity key (IK=H(FN) || PWD||FS) , where FN is 

the name of the file F (character string will be changed to bit string), and FS is the size of the file F. 
(3) MD encrypts F with EK as F′ = ENC (F, EK).MD generates file integrity authentication code, denoted as    

MAC = {H (F, IK)}. 
(4) MD sends {F′ || H (FN) ||MAC} to portal CS. MD stores T = 〈FN〉 locally and deletes EK and IK. 

Level-2 Downloading Process:  

(1) Suppose MD wants to fetch F with the name FN, MD then sends H(FN) to CS. CS searches in 〈F′,H(FN),MAC〉 
sends back {F′ ||MAC} that matches H(FN) to MD. 

(2) MD prompts for asking U to input corresponding PWD for the FN. 
(3) MD generates encryption key EK= H(PWD || FN || FS) and integrity key IK = H(FN || PWD || FS), where FS is 

the size of F′, |F′ |= |F |= FS . 
(4) MD decrypts out F = DEC (F′, EK), and checks whether MAC = H (F, IK) is held. 
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B. Coding based Scheme (CnS) 
We observe that under some situations multiple s CS may be presented. To further decrease the computation 

overhead of encryption function in power consumption, we propose a Coding based Scheme called CoS without 
encryption function but maintaining the secrecy of F as follows. 

C. Shared based Scheme (CnS) 
To further decrease the computation overhead, we propose a Sharing based Scheme. The scheme applies a simple 

(n,n) xor-based secret sharing method. That is, for sharing a secret s in n holders such that s can be recovered only 
when n holders are present, randomly generates n −1 shares and computes the last share. 

D. Energy trade-off analysis 

In the context of cloud computing, the critical feature for mobile clients is the trade-off between energy consumed 
by computation and the energy consumed by communication. We need to consider the energy cost of performing the 
computation locally (Elocal) versus the cost of transferring the computation input and output data (Ecloud).The 
proposed system also extend to analyzed the energy consumption of mobile clients in cloud computing. There are many 
factors that make cloud computing an attractive technology, but energy consumption is a fundamental criterion for 
battery powered devices and needs to be carefully considered for all mobile cloud computing scenarios. In this module 
we analysis and compare the performance of the proposed system in the term of security, privacy, energy and 
computation overhead. 

 

 
 

Figure. 1 Proposed System Architecture 
 

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS TO ADDRESS CMM CHALLENGES 
We have presented an adaptive mobile cloud computing approach to address the challenges associated with Cloud 

Mobile Gaming, one of the most computing and communication intensive Cloud Mobile Media applications. We will 
conclude this paper by discussing two additional new approaches which we believe can significantly help address the 
user experience, cost and scalability challenges associated with CMM applications. A critical challenge for CMM 
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applications is the latency and jitter associated with the uplink and downlink transmissions between the mobile device 
and the Internet cloud servers. 

 Moreover, the transmission of large amount of content between cloud servers and mobile devices, inherent in CMM 
applications, poses a major concern for the capacity of the networks to enable CMM applications. A promising 
direction will be to bring cloud computing to the edge of the mobile network, supplementing gateway nodes in the 
mobile Core Network (CN), and edge nodes like base stations in Radio Access Networks (RAN), and Femto and WiFi 
access points, with computing and storage resources, to form a true Mobile Cloud.  

With a Mobile Cloud architecture, content processing (like graphic rendering or video encoding) and retrieval can be 
performed at the edge of the mobile networks, as opposed to in Internet clouds, thereby reducing round trip network 
latency, as well as reducing congestion in the mobile CN and RAN. While the direction of Mobile Cloud looks 
appealing, there are multiple challenges that need to be addressed. Since there are thousands of base stations and access 
points, the proposed Mobile Cloud will be a massively distributed network of smaller computing and storage resources, 
as opposed to the more centralized architecture of Internet clouds consisting of a few data centres with much larger 
computing and storage footprints. The above difference has interesting implications and challenges. 

These techniques do not consider the mobile network constraints, which is an important scalability challenge for 
CMM applications. Our initial work developing mobile cloud scheduling techniques for Cloud Mobile Gaming has 
shown promising results: the ability to significantly increase the number of simultaneous CMG users using available 
network resources, while reducing cloud cost. In the future, mobile cloud scheduling techniques will need to be 
developed for other CMM applications, as well as consider capacity limited computing and storage resources in the 
Mobile Cloud. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We proposed schemes for protecting the confidentiality and integrity of uploading files or data in mobile storage 

cloud. The scheme EnS tackles the situation where only one cloud server exists. We proofed that it guarantees the 
security goal and the necessary condition for this situation. The scheme CoS can avoid the computation of encryption 
algorithm in the situation that multiple cloud servers exist by applying linear coding. The scheme ShS can further 
decrease the computation overhead by relying only on exclusive-or operations. All proposed schemes are resilient to 
the storage compromise on mobile devices, and all assume that the cloud servers are distrusted. We have also analyzed 
the energy consumption of mobile clients in cloud computing. There are many factors that make cloud computing an 
attractive technology, but energy consumption is a fundamental criterion for battery powered devices and needs to be 
carefully considered for all mobile cloud computing scenarios. While energy can be a challenge for mobile cloud 
computing, it is also as an opportunity. 
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